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KDE 4: Sonnet. Linux.com píše o Sonnetu z budoucího KDE 4. Sonnet nahradí současný KSpell 2 a kromě kontroly pravopisu
tak poskytne kontrolu gramatiky, .... Sonnet. Multi-language spell checker. Introduction. Sonnet is a plugin-based spell checking
library for Qt-based applications. It supports several different plugins .... Sonnet is a multilingual spell checker program in KDE
Frameworks 5 and KDE Software Compilation 4. Sonnet replaced kspell2 that was created for KDE3.. Sonnet is a plugin-based
spell checking library for Qt-based applications. ... Packages:
http://download.kde.org/stable/frameworks/5.62/sonnet-5.62.0.tar.xz .... With the Sonnet library for KDE 4, developer Jacob
Rideout hopes to reinvigorate the field of desktop linguistics by adding automatic language .... KTorrent - BitTorrent client For
more applications, see list of KDE applications. ... Solid - device integration framework • Sonnet - spell checker •
ThreadWeaver .... "Vote for the name of the new KDE developer and sysadmin wiki. *** Nathan Sanders reveals that KDE 4's
Sonnet will turbocharge language .... Sonnet is the KDE language processing architecture. This directory only contains plugins.
The core functionality of Sonnet is contained in kdecore, and the .... Multi-language spell checker. Introduction. Sonnet is a
plugin-based spell checking library for Qt-based applications. It supports several different plugins, .... sonnet 5.67.0-1 ...
Description: Spelling framework for Qt5. Upstream URL: https://community.kde.org/Frameworks. License(s):, LGPL. Groups:
kf5. Maintainers .... KDE 4: Sonnet. Submitted by srlinuxx on Tuesday 9th of January 2007 01:48:28 AM Filed under. KDE.
KDE. The KDE promotion teams gains momentum with .... Published at LXer: With the Sonnet library for KDE 4, developer
Jacob Rideout hopes to reinvigorate the field of desktop linguistics by adding.. The KDE promotion teams gains momentum
with the weekly "The Road to KDE 4" news. Hidden in this weeks release about Koffice you will .... Debian/Kubuntu Qt/KDE
Maintainers (Mail Archive); Maximiliano Curia. It should generally not be necessary for users to contact the original
maintainer.. In kde4 apps it works. Do you have sonnet-plugins installed? If not, does it work if you install it? (Note to self:
libkf5sonnetui5 recommends .... KDE 4 uses an API called Sonnet for spellchecking. Sonnet already has an enchant backend -
legacy KSpell: That API uses command-line spellcheckers using .... With the Sonnet library for KDE 4, developer Jacob
Rideout hopes to reinvigorate the field of desktop linguistics by adding automatic language .... To fix the problem we need to
install only one package related to Sonnet: sonnet-plugins (see packages.ubuntu.com) spell checking library for .... Gentoo
package kde-frameworks/sonnet: Framework for providing spell-checking through abstraction of popular backends in the
Gentoo Packages Database.

Sonnet is a spell checking library for Qt-based applications, with automatic language detection. Generating trigram data files. To
generate a ...
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